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There was one frog who held the key to Pepe's heart
—her name was Pepi.  With her radiant hue and a
heart brimming with love, Pepi stood out among her

amphibian peers. Little did she know that destiny had a
special plan in store for her, as her path would cross
with the charming green frog named Pepe. This is the
extraordinary tale of Pepi, the pink frog, and her

journey of love that transcended color and
captivated the heart of Pepe.

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Pepi is Pepe's true love
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Pepi the Frog is a groundbreaking project launched on the Ethereum
network, inspired by the enduring love story of Pepi and Pepe. It
combines the charm of memes with the security and transparency of
blockchain technology to create an engaging and inclusive platform
for meme enthusiasts worldwide. 
The primary vision of Pepi the Frog is to commemorate the timeless
love between Pepi and Pepe while fostering a vibrant and creative
community. Pepi the Frog aims to establish itself as a trusted and
innovative meme token platform that provides unique experiences,
rewards creativity, and contributes to the growth of memetic
culture.

VISION AND OBJECTIVESVISION AND OBJECTIVES
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Pepi will make
Memecoins
Great Again



Total  Supply
100,000,000

Taxes 
(Buy and Sell) 1%/1%

100% of the supply locked in Unicrypt

Name:  Pepi
Ticker:  PepiPEPINOMICSPEPINOMICS

1% Development

Contract:
 0xaE3E150992cc3d35960896556A57044a80eAC3b5

Ownership is Renounced
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RoadmapRoadmap

PHASE  2  :  

Work with influencers 
Dextool Update 

Trending /
Competition 

Organic growth
strategy 

PHASE  1  :  

Contract testing  
Contract deployment
Contract Renounce

Lp Lock
Website development 
Community Building 
Social presence /

Shilling

PHASE  3  :  

Apply CMC / CG
Release memes 
Website Update 
Partnerships 
More Pepi Meme
Competition and

Giveaways

PHASE  4  :  

Coming Soon

www.Pepi.vip



A shrimp's heart is located in
its_______________.

Website:Website:    www.Pepi.vipwww.Pepi.vip  
Telegram Channel: @PepiETHTelegram Channel: @PepiETH  

Twitter:Twitter:    @PepiETH@PepiETH  
www.Pepi.vip

CONNECT WITH PEPICONNECT WITH PEPI

Telegram chat link portal: Telegram chat link portal: @Pepi@PepiPortalPortal  

https://t.me/PepiPortal

